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Abstract. A graph coloring problem usdul in deciding whether aset of call requests in cellular adio 
is compatible with frequency use constraints i  introduced. Lower and upper bounds are obtained 
for the hexagonal cell case typical of raany urban cellular systems. These bounds are on the number 
of frequencies needed to satisfy demand when there is an upper bound on the demand with small 
subsets. For example, if we have 308 frequency channels available, as for American cellular systems, 
then this is enough to satisfy any set of call requests when every "superhex" of 7 hexagons, 6 around 
1, has at most 154 call" requests. But 308 frequencies are definitely not enough if we permit some 
superhexes to have 206 or more call requests. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In cellular mobile radio communication systems [1], a service area is divided by signal strength 
into smaller egions or cells. Frequencies are assigned to calls originated in each one of the cells; 
the frequency changes if the cell is exited (a hand-off). The same frequency can be used at 
the same time in two different cells provided the distance between the cells is greater than a 
certain value to avoid possible interference, depending on the technology used. Typically, to 
systematize the design, a scalable tiling of the service area into more or less hexagonal cells has 
been adopted [2]. 
Formally, this leads to the following graph theoretic problem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph; 
the vertices in V correspond to the cells and the edges in E join neighboring cells. Let c : V 
--, ~ (£V is the non-negative integers) be the call function, i.e., c(z) is the total number of calls 
requested in cell z. Let R be a fixed positive radius and assume that the distance between two 
vertices z and y is measured by the length of the shortest path connecting x to y. The frequency 
assignment (or call coloring) problem on G consists in assigning c(z) frequencies (or colors) to 
every vertex z in V with the constraint that within any cell B(x, R) of radius R, all frequencies 
be distinct. The corresponding total number of frequencies (or call chromatic number) will be 
denoted by F~(G). 
The cells are therefore grouped into overlapping clusters. At any time, all the frequencies 
being used within one cluster need to be different. Notice also that the previous description is 
static and avoids the problems of hand-offs and the fact that c(x) varies in time. 
2. CONSTRAINED CALL FUNCTION 
To compute bounds on F~(G), additional assumption on the call function c are often required. 
Two important special cases are: 
1. when there is a constant number of calls per cell, i.e., c(z) = k, all x. We then write F(~)(G) 
for the constant call chromatic number;, 
2. when, for a fixed K > 0 and any ball B(y, R): 
c(:) _< K (,) 
x~B(y,R) 
i.e., when K bounds the total number of calls per cluster. Let CR,K(G) be the class of functions 
satisfying ( .)  we are interested in: 
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FR,K(G)- max F~,K(G ). 
Here F~,K(G ) is the number of frequencies needed by c where c satisfies (.). Equivalently, we 
can then fix the total number f of available, frequencies and try to find the largest K -- K(f)  
such that 
f >_ FR,K(s)(G) 
i.e., the largest K(f)  such that f frequencies suffice to satisfy any call function c provided that 
the total number of calls per cluster does not exceed K(f).  
3. MAIN RESULT 
Here we shall deal only with a case of great interest for cellular applications, namely when G 
is the triangular lattice corresponding to the dual of the hexagonal tiling of the plane. A more 
general mathematical treatment will appear elsewhere [3]. 
The main result is summarized in the following theorem: 
Theorem: For the triangular lattice: 
1. F (k) = (3R 2 + 3R-t- 1)k. 
I fK - i [mod2] , i=0or  l then:  
2. fo rR - -1 ,  K+[ -~Jq - i<Fx ,K_<2K;  
3. for R > I, K + LTj + i < FR,K < 3K 
Alternatively, if we fix the total number f of available frequencies, (2) and (3) can be rewritten 
as :  
2'. for R -  1, L~J < K(I) < L~J; 
3'. for R > 1, L~J -< g( f )  <_ L'~fJ. 
Because of prevailing technical implementation choices [2], f divisible by 7 is of much interest. 
When R = 1, the previous relations yield: 
3_<K(7)_<4, 7_<K(14)_<9, 10_<K(21)_<14, 
and for K - 7 x 48 - 308, typical of many American cellular systems, 154 <_ K(308) _< 205. 
In the proof of the Theorem the following lemma will be useful. 
Lemma: Let G, R, K, and c in CR,K(G) be given. Let A be a subset of V, z0 E V - A and set 
A(x0) = An  B(z0,2R). Let K < m and assume that A has been colored with m colors. Then 
if we can find a vertex Y0 in V such that A(zo) U {z0} C B(y0, R), the m-coloring of A can be 
extended to an m-coloring of A U {z0}. 
P roo f  o f  Lemma:  First of all notice that interference can occur only between z0 and vertices 
of V in A that are at distance at most 2R from xo. Since A(x0) LI {z0} is in B(yo, R) and c is 
in CR,K(G), we must have 
f(xo) + ~_~ f(x) <_ K <_ m 
and therefore the cell coloring of A can be extended to z0. • 
4. PROOF OF LOWER BOUND 
For simplicity we identify the triangular lattice with ~W x £Vi.e., with all the the points in the 
plane with non-negative coordinates and with edges running horizontally, vertically, and along 
diagonals of slope +1. 
A simple calculation shows that there are 3R 2 -t- 3R -t- 1 vertices in any ball of radius R on 
the triangular lattice and therefore if c(z) _ k, K -- (3R 2 -I- 3R -t- 1)k is the total number of 
calls per cluster and thus certainly a lower bound on the number of frequencies needed. To see 
that this many frequencies are also sufficient here, use the following coloring algorithm. Order 
the colors from 1 to K and use them cyclically to satisfy the calls along the line y -- 0. Then 
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do the same on the vertices of y - 1, y = 2, y = 3 . . . ,  but shifting everything to the right each 
time by 2R + 1. (See Fig. 1.) 
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FIG. 1. THE TRIANGULAR LATTICE WITH ]c = 1, R -  1 
For the lower bound in (2) and (3) we consider two cases depending on the parity of K.  
• If K is even then it is easy to check that the configuration of Fig. 2 requires K + [~ l  colors. 
In Figure 2, zl = (0, 0), z~ = (2R, 2R), za = (0, 2R), and c(z) = 0 everywhere except for zi, 
i -  1,2, 3, where c(z,) - L~J. 
FIG. 
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2. SATISFYING CALL DEMAND ON SPHERES OF RADIUS 2R AND 4R 
• If K is odd, we use the configuration of Fig. 3, which generalizes a configuration found by 
M. Klawe and extended by G. Soules [4] for the case K = 5 and R = 1. There are 22 vertices 
located on three concentric balls, centered at zl, with radius R, 2R, and 4R. The call function 
c is defined to be 0 everywhere except at the 22 vertices where it is defined by: 
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I L~J - 1, 
c(~)  = 1, 
c(=~) = c(~) = L~J, 
c(~,) = L-~J + 1, 
i=l; 
i=2,3,4; 
i=5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,15,17,19,21; 
i=12,14,16,18,20,22. 
FIo. 3. 
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TWENTY-TWO VERTICES ON THREE CONCENTRIC BALLS 
As in the configuration of Fig. 2, it is easy to check that 3 L~J ÷ 1 frequencies are necessary to 
satisfy the call demand on the spheres of radius 2R and 4R. If only 3 [~J + 1 frequencies are used 
on the two outer spheres, the same set of L~J + 1 frequencies must be assigned to the vertices 
~,  i - 12, 14, 16, 18,20,22, and these are the only frequencies which can be reused in B(Zl,R). 
Yet the total number of cells in B(zl,R)is L~'J + 2. Therefore at least 3[~-J + 2 = K + [~-J + 1 
frequencies are needed for this configuration. 
[Notice that this configuration cannot be used when K : 1. But then is it trivial to see that 
FR,1 = 1.] • 
5. PROOF OF UPPER BOUND 
To prove the upperbound of (2) when R = 1, we define a coloring algorithm by subdividing the 
lattice into horizontal strips of equal thickness 2 (measured by the number of vertices belonging 
to the strip along the vertical ine) and use two sets t(1 and K2 of K colors each in alternation 
on the strips (see Fig. 4). 
More precisely, we use the set K1 for all the vertices with coordinates (z, y) or (z, y -t- 1) with 
y - 0 [mod 4] and the set K2 for all the vertices with coordinates (z,y) or (z,y-t- 1) with y ~ 2 
[mod 4]. Clearly vertices belonging to two different strips where the same set (/(1 or K2) of 
colors is used do not interfere since their distance is at least 3. Therefore the only thing left 
to show is that a strip of thickness 2 can always be colored with K colors. Without loss of 
generality consider the strip determined by the lines y -- 0 and y - 1. We can first K-color the 
vertices with coordinate (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (1,1), and (2,1) since they all belong to B((1, 1), 1). 
We then extend this K coloring to the vertex z0 = (2, 0) by applying the previous lemma with 
A = .[(0,0), (1,0),(0, 1),(1, 1), (2, 1)} and Yo = (1, 1). 
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Then we extend the K--coloring to (3,1) by applying the lemma with z0 = (3, 1) and Y0 = (2, 1), 
and so on. 
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FIG. 4. HORIZONTAL STRIPS OF THICKNESS 2 
At the general step, if we assume that 
A-{(a,b),  O<a<n; b-O, 1}U{(a÷l,  1)} 
has been K-colored, we apply the lemma first to: 
and then to 
x0 - (a÷l ,0 )  with yo=(a,O) 
z0 = (a + 2, 1) with Y0 = (a -t- 1, 1) 
[also withA-- {(a,b),O < a < n+ 1; b-- 0,1}]. 
Therefore the strip can be K-colored and Fl ,g _< 2K. This proves the results for R -- 1. 
More generally, by iterative application of the lemma along successive diagonal ines (see 
Fig. 5) we can see that, for a given R _> 1, any horizontal strip of thickness t -- R + 1 can be 
colored with K colors. 
If t > R + 1, counterexamples can be constructed where K colors are not sufficient. The 
smallest distance between any two points which do not belong to a given strip is R+2. Therefore, 
if R + 2 > 2R, i.e., if R = 1, we see again that two sets of K colors, used in alternation on 
adjacent strips, are sufficient and FI,K <_ 2K. On the other hand, if R > 1, the minimal distance 
between any two points separated by a pair of adjacent strips of thickness R + 1 is 2R + 3. This 
is larger than 2R and therefore sufficient o avoid interference. Thus we can use a coloring 
algorithm with three sets K1, K2, and K3 of K colors allocated cyclically to parallel strips of 
thickness R + 1, yielding the general upper bound FR,K _< 3K. This completes the proof of the 
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upper bound and of the theorem. • 
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FIG. 5. ITERATION ALONG SUCCESSIVE DIAGONALS 
6. TABLE OF BOUNDS 
Table I summarizes upper and lower bounds derived in this paper or elsewhere for various 
graphs. 
TABLE I. Upper and Lower Bounds 
on Call Chromatic Number  
GRAPH BOUNDS 
Tree: T F~,K(T ) = K 
n-gones: G. 
n = a+ b(2R+ 1) 
0<a<2R,  0<b 
Hypercube: H" = {0, 1}" 
n>3,  0<R<~ 
Square Lattice: SL 
Planar Cubic Graph: PC 
Triangular Lattice: TL 
kn 
F(Rk)CG") = (2R + l)k + 
K < FR,K(G.) <_ K + 1 
for n > (4R + 1)(g - 1) 
K < FR,K(H") < (~)(K - 1) 
F~(Sfi2 = (2a ~ + 2a  + 1)k = K 
K + ~..~] <_ Fs:~m,K(SL) < 2K 
K + [TJ < FR=2,n+I,K(SL) < 2K 
6 < F~=__~ (PC) <_ 9 
for b -  0,1 
for b_> 2 
F(R k) = (3R 2 + 3R + 1)k 
K + L, iJ + i ~ F1,K <_ 2K if K - i [2] 
K+[! - J+ i<FR,K_3K i fg=i [2 ]  
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